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Abstract 

The understanding of the physics underlying the L-H transition has strong implications for ITER and DEMO. In many 
tokamaks, including JET, it has been observed that, at a particular plasma density, ne,min, the power necessary to access H-
mode PL-H is minimum. In the present work, L-H transitions of JET deuterium plasmas heated by neutral beam injection 
(NBI) are studied for the first time by means of a power balance analysis to characterize the main contributions in the 
transition, through integrated transport modelling. In the pulses analysed, we do observe a minimum of the L-H power 
threshold in density, indicating the presence of density branches and of ne,min. Electron and ion heat fluxes at the transition are 
estimated separately. The electron/ion equipartition power results to be in favour of the ions, as shown by QuaLiKiz 
quasilinear gyrokinetic simulations, which predict a larger ion transport that causes Te > Ti. The resulting edge ion heat flux 
also shows a clear change of slope below ne,min, similarly to ASDEX-Upgrade NBI pulses [Ryter F. et al 2014 Nucl. Fusion 
54 083003]. JET NBI data are compared to radio-frequency heated ASDEX-Upgrade and Alcator C-mod pulses 
[Schmidtmayr M. et al 2018 Nucl. Fusion 58 056003], showing a different trend of the power coupled to ions at the L-H 
transition with respect to the linearity observed in the radio-frequency heated plasmas. The presence of ne,min and the role of 
the ion heat flux is discussed in the paper, although it seems not possible to explain the presence of a PL-H minimum in 
density by a critical ion heat flux and by the equipartition power for the JET NBI-heated plasmas analysed. 

Keywords: L-H, H-mode, power balance analysis, ion heat flux, JET 
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1. Introduction 

High energy and particle confinement regime, H-mode, is achieved when enough power is coupled to the plasma, as 
already noted in 1982 in the ASDEX tokamak [1]. The transition from low confinement, L-mode, to H-mode (L-H transition) 
happens at a certain power threshold, which depends on plasma density. It is possible to classify L-H transitions in two 
branches: the first, at higher density, is characterized by a power threshold PL-H which increases monotonically with density 
(the so-called high density branch). The most complete empirical scaling law for the high density branch (to which we will 
refer to as “ITPA 2008 scaling” [2]) has been derived from C-wall tokamaks (except for data from Alcator C-mod tokamak 
[3] equipped with a full metal –molybdenum- wall) and presents explicit toroidal magnetic field dependence. It yields: 

𝑷𝑳−𝑯[𝑴𝑴] = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒏�𝒆
𝟎.𝟕𝟕𝑩𝑻

𝟎.𝟖𝑺𝟎.𝟎𝟎 (eq. 1) 
with line averaged electron density 𝒏�𝒆 in 1020 m-3, toroidal magnetic field BT in T and the plasma surface S in m2. The high 
density branch was observed in all tokamaks since the very first studies on PL-H scaling laws [4], [5], [6], [7]. Subsequent 
studies showed that PL-H often exhibits a minimum, or at least a flattening, as the L-mode plasma target density decreases, at a 
corresponding density called “minimum density”, ne,min. At densities lower than ne,min, in some cases, the power threshold is 
found to increase when decreasing further the density, phenomenon that characterizes the second branch, i.e. the so called 
“low density branch”. Although reported in many devices [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] the observation of the low-density 
branch is not universal. For instance, concerning JET tokamak [13], in previous Carbon-wall plasmas the rollover of the 
power threshold at low density was not observed in all divertor geometries; it reappeared only with the installation of the JET 
ITER-like wall (ILW) [14]. In JET, both the power threshold and the value of ne,min (when observed) depend on the toroidal 
magnetic field and plasma shape, as first reported in [15] and subsequently confirmed in [12], [14]. As observed in various 
other devices, ne,min is also affected by plasma current. Various investigations of PL-H dependency on target density have been 
carried out in JET since the installation of the ITER-like wall [14], [16]. For the same boundary conditions (shape, current, 
field, auxiliary heating), the value of ne,min showed a clear dependence on plasma isotope, being considerably higher in 
hydrogen plasmas compared to deuterium plasmas [17], [18]. Recent results at JET indicate that ne,min in tritium plasmas 
could be lower than for D, while He plasmas show a ne,min higher than H, both of them higher than in D [19]. The 
understanding of the L-H transition physics and consequently of the existence of a minimum in density is fundamental also 
for future experiment and reactors. JET studies have therefore a strong implication for ITER H-mode access [20], in 
particular since the installation of the metallic, ITER-like, first wall. It also impacts the design of EU DEMO, where the L-H 
transition, if happening before the alpha-dominated phase, would rely mainly on auxiliary heating systems which must be 
dimensioned accordingly [21].  

In this context, experiments were conducted in the last years at JET aimed at characterizing the L-H transition and 
understanding the underlying physics. The current paper presents the first detailed power balance analysis of JET L-H 
transitions for a subset of D plasmas heated by neutral beam injection (NBI), decoupling all the power terms contributing to 
PL-H, separating the electron and ion channels. The scope of the work is to investigate power contributions to JET L-H 
transitions exploiting experimental data interpretation and transport modelling, and to discuss the role of the different terms, 
in particular of the edge ion heat flux. We also aim to compare our data to the proposed models based on ASDEX-Upgrade 
(AUG) and Alcator C-mod (briefly “C-mod”) experiments. 

The paper is organized as follows. The description of the database selected and the L-H transition identification is 
presented in sec. 2. In sec. 3, the power balance analysis is illustrated, with particular attention to the estimation of the various 
power terms and their uncertainties. JET results are then compared in sec. 4 with models proposed on the base of AUG and 
C-mod results. The paper ends with a conclusion and outlook. 

2. L-H transition threshold identification 

The data selected for the analysis comes from a set of NBI-heated, deuterium plasmas where the target plasma density 
was varied [19], [22], [23], [24]. The scan in density (see e.g. figure 1) is necessary to characterize the density branches and 
to identify the presence of ne,min. Therefore, pulses used in this study were carried out at the same magnetic field, plasma 
current and shape, while feed-back controlled plasma density in L-mode was varied shot to shot. The plasmas had high 
toroidal magnetic field, Btor = 3 T, low triangularity δ and plasma current Ip = 2.5 MA. The plasma shape in the divertor 
region corresponded to the so-called “horizontal target” configuration, where the outer strike point is in a tilted, almost 
horizontal, divertor tile and the inner one is on the vertical target. This set of data will be labelled as “JET NBI HT, low δ” 
when compared to other data afterwards in the paper. Effective charge Zeff was within 1.2 and 1.4. NBI was used to access H-
mode, guaranteeing a relevant amount of ion heating power and main ion temperature, Ti, measurements. No other auxiliary 
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heating system was used. As usual in JET, the 𝑩��⃗ × 𝛁𝛁 drift was directed towards the X-point, at the lower part of the vacuum 
chamber. 

The relevant quantity to measure the L-H power threshold is Ploss, defined as: 

𝑷𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 = 𝑷𝒂𝒂𝒂 + 𝑷𝒍𝒐𝒐 − 𝒅𝑴
𝒅𝒅

 (eq. 2) 

PL-H = Ploss(t = tL-H) 
where Paux is the auxiliary heating power (from NBI, in our case, i.e. Paux = PNBI), Pohm the ohmic power, and dW/dt the 

time derivative of the plasma energy content, to be taken into account for plasmas not in steady state conditions (e.g. in the 
dynamic phase of the access to H-mode). When we consider Ploss at the L-H transition time we simply speak of PL-H. Fig. 1 
represents PL-H as a function of density for pulses of the present dataset. Considering the complete dataset (empty and filled 
points of fig. 1), it is possible to identify the region of the low density branch, ne,min and of the high-density branch. The 
plasmas analysed in this work are represented by filled green circles in fig. 1 and are chosen to include the ne,min region 
between density branches. We have also reported the ITPA 2008 scaling, which results in an over-prediction in the high-
density branch, as already seen for JET metallic wall experiments [25].  

 
Figure 1: L-H power threshold PL-H as function of line averaged density for JET-ILW NBI-heated D plasmas. The plasmas 
represented by filled circles (pulse numbers are represented too) are analysed in the present work, although we used the entire 
set to identify density branches. ITPA 2008 scaling for PL-H in the high-density branch (eq. 1) is also reported. 

In this analysis, it is important to choose the temporal interval judiciously. The L-H transition is commonly identified as 
the time when edge density and/or temperature rises, while simultaneously the Dα emission from the divertor drops, and 
consequently the plasma stays in H-mode. Fig. 2 reports the time traces in a time interval that includes the identified L-H 
transition time used in our analysis. If we zoom into the various transition time-windows, we often see more complex 
structures: dithering L-H transitions, M-modes [26], divertor oscillations, subtle transitions, etc. For JET L-H transition 
power threshold studies, the L-H transition time is defined as the time when the dithers end and the plasma stays in H-mode. 
But for the purposes of our study we find that dithers can perturb the interpretation of the profile measurements, which 
continue to evolve. Therefore the profiles are characterized, at low density, at the last L-mode time before the plasma stays 
continuously in H-mode, while, at medium and high density, at the last L-mode before the first L-H dither takes place, 
consistently with other JET studies, e.g. [19] ,[27]. In terms of power threshold, these choices do not impact on the observed 
minimum in PL-H at ne,min. For instance, Ploss for pulse 94119 is very similar before and after dithering phase (fig. 2). It is 
possible to observe the typical and complex dynamics of L-H transitions at different plasma densities, with phenomena 
described in details in e.g. [27]. Plasma density clearly affects both the transition behaviour, such as the drop of Dα emission 
or the transition velocity, and the required power necessary to enter the H-mode with a visible change of slope passing 
through the density branches. In the low density branch, the L-H transition time identification is often subtle. Sometimes 
various L-H-L transitions take place during the power ramp, often transient M-mode phases are observed to follow sawteeth. 
Each sawtooth can produce a brief H-mode, which is then often quickly lost. Pulse 95473 is indeed affected by sawteeth. In 
this case we cannot resolve clearly in fig. 2 a rise in ne,edge at tL-H, although we can still observe a slight increase in ne,edge just 
before t = 13s, accompanied by an increase of the edge Te. In the low density branch, the fraction of radiated power results to 
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be higher than on the high density branch, likely due to a larger amount of W impurity fraction, lowering the electron 
temperature. Nevertheless, the power ramp and the brief H-modes conspire to slowly increase the edge ne and Te, until 
eventually the plasma stays in H-mode. By contrast, near ne,min and in the high density branch, it is common to observe dithers 
between L and H mode. During the dithers, ne (and sometimes Te) can continue to increase.  

 
Figure 2: Time traces for L-H transition identification. From top: NBI power, Dα light emission, Te from different edge ECE 
lines of sight, line-integrated pedestal density measured with a vertical interferometer line that crosses the plasma edge 
region, and finally radiation power Prad and Ploss terms. 

Experimental conditions are fundamental to minimize parameter uncertainties. The high toroidal magnetic field used in 
these experiments implies a high L-H power threshold in order to enable precise measurements of all the relevant terms. Slow 
power ramps (~1MW/s) were employed, in order to better identify the L-H transition instant and the corresponding power 
threshold. This makes dW/dt term always negligible in our analysis with respect to plasma heating power terms (see next 
section for details). If NBI modulation is used to vary the heating power, as in most of the cases analysed (see fig. 2), the 
uncertainty on Ploss is difficult to be assessed precisely, since it depends on the slowing down time of the fast ions with 
respect to the power modulation frequency. For Ploss uncertainty estimation for the sub-set of pulses analysed, we decided to 
report the range of variation of Ploss signal within tL-H ± 100 ms: this is pictured in fig. 1 through shaded error bands. 
Consequently to the choice of slow power ramps, the uncertainty on Ploss results then rather small. 

 

3. Ion and electron power balance analysis 

We now present the estimation of all power terms contributing to Ploss (eq. 2) at the L-H transition, separating ion (Qi) and 
electron (Qe) surface-integrated heat fluxes: 
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𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝑄𝑖 + 𝑄𝑒  

𝑄𝑖 = 𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑖 + 𝑃𝑒𝑖 − 𝑑𝑊𝑖
𝑑𝑑

 (eq. 3) 

𝑄𝑒 = 𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑒 + 𝑃𝑙ℎ𝑚 − 𝑃𝑒𝑖 − 𝑑𝑊𝑒
𝑑𝑑

 (eq. 4) 

where Pei is the electron-ion equipartition power, while the other terms have been described in sec. 2 with the difference that 
here are separated into ion and electron channels. Pei is proportional to the volume integral of 𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑖 (𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖) 𝑇𝑇3 2⁄⁄ , and takes 
into account all the plasma ion species. It is therefore positive for Te > Ti, and it is subtracted to the power carried by 
electrons, while it is added to the power carried by ions. To estimate Pei, plasma kinetic profiles are required. Electron 
temperature was measured by Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) [28] and High Resolution Thomson Scattering “HRTS” 
[29], [30] diagnostics. Edge Ti measurements were available by Charge-Exchange (CX) spectroscopy [31]. Recent 
improvement of main-ion CX spectroscopy diagnostic [32] allowed Ti measurements in plasma core. Temperature profiles 
considered for the analysis are shown in fig. 3. Plasma density was measured by HRTS and reflectometry [33], being 
constrained in the Scrape-off Layer (SOL) by Li-beam measurements [34], [35]. The variety of the available diagnostics 
implies that measurement mapping plays an important role in data interpretation. Measurements are mapped to the outer 
equator and fitted with appropriate functions: modified hyperbolic tangent for density profiles, polynomial or spline fits for 
the temperature profiles. Since the contribution of Pei can be calculated with sufficient accuracy only if (𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖) is larger 
than experimental uncertainties, we decided to integrate Pei up to ρtor = 0.85 (being ρtor the square root of the normalized 
toroidal flux, ρtor = 1 at the Last Closed Flux Surface LCFS), assuming Pei ≈ 0 for ρtor > 0.85, since the measured Te are almost 
equal to the measured Ti within the error bars (see fig. 3). The auxiliary power, from NBI in our case, is estimated by 
transport modelling. To this purpose, time-dependent, interpretative transport simulations have been carried out by the 
JETTO code [36] within the JINTRAC suite [37], taking as input the kinetic profiles from measurements. The simulations 
consider ~ 1 s before the L-H transition, in order to simulate multiple confinement times, which is in the order of 0.1 s for the 
energy confinement time. NBI power deposition is obtained specifically by the orbit following ASCOT Monte Carlo code 
[38]. Fast ion slowing down time is of the order of 100 ms or less, shorter than the considered simulation time interval. 
ASCOT modelling allows a correct estimation of the NBI power coupled to the plasma, by subtracting fast particle losses to 
the input power. At L-H transition, NBI power coupled to the plasma varies between 3 and 7 MW, of which the power 
coupled to plasma ions PNBI,i is in the range of 40-70%. The Bremsstrahlung diagnostic [39] is used for the Zeff estimation. 
Equilibrium reconstruction is routinely produced with the EFIT code [40], constrained by the measured plasma pressure 
assuming Ti = Te, to improve plasma equilibrium calculation with respect to the use of magnetic measurements only. The 
time derivative of the plasma energy content, dW/dt, both for ions and electrons, is calculated as an average over 70 ms 
before L-H transition. We also define the power crossing the separatrix, i.e. crossing the LCFS, as Psep = PL-H – Prad, with Prad 
the bulk radiated power. Psep is sometimes used in place of Ploss for PL-H comparisons, especially for highly radiating plasmas, 
and we will report it throughout the paper. For JET-ILW plasmas, the radiation level was measured with tomographic 
inversion of bolometry measurements [41], [42]. The resolution of bolometer channels at the edge of the plasma was 
insufficient to distinguish radiation close to the LCFS from SOL radiation. Consequently, we decided to take into account the 
reconstructed radiation profiles up to ρtor = 0.95 when calculating Prad term. Uncertainties in radiated power density are 
typically of the order of 10% or less. 
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Figure 3: Electron and ion temperature profiles of the pulses analysed before the L-H transition versus JET major radius in 
the low field side of the torus. Equipartition power boundary condition at ρtor = 0.85 is reported. 
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Figure 4: Power contributions for H-mode access at the transition time, as function of line-averaged density (a), showing the 
threshold power PL-H, the radiation-corrected value Psep and ion and electron power threshold Qi and Qe. In (b), the terms 
contributing to Qi are shown. 

The result of the power balance analysis at L-H transition is reported in fig. 4(a). The trend of PL-H is not modified when 
subtracting plasma radiation: the data shows a clear minimum also in Psep. Looking to the ion channel, Qi at the L-H transition 
shows a clear change of slope below ne,min. Fig. 4(b) depicts the magnitude of the terms contributing to Qi. The impact of the 
time-derivative of plasma energy content is almost negligible, and Qi is dominated by the NBI power coupled to ions PNBI,i at 
low density, and by the equipartition power Pei ∝ ne ∙ ni at higher densities. Not only density is acting to increase Pei: in 
higher-density pulses 94119 and 94114 the NBI power coupled to electrons reaches PNBI,e ~ 55 – 60 %, with respect to PNBI,e 
~ 30 – 40 % of the other 2 pulses. Strong electron NBI heating likely enhance electron-ion temperature difference, 
contributing to larger Pei. The equipartition power is always in favour of ions (i.e. positive), due to the larger electron 
temperature as seen in profiles in fig. 3. The only partial exception is the low-density pulse 95473 (see fig. 3), where Ti > Te 
in the core region characterized although by a very small volume, not influencing the sign of the volume-integrated 
equipartition power. The L-H transitions analysed result having a larger ion heat flux, being Qi > Qe throughout density 
branches. As illustrated in the appendix, QuaLiKiz [43] model in JETTO predicts larger Te than Ti as observed 
experimentally, confirming that the ion heat transport is larger than the electron heat transport. 

Regarding error estimation for ion heat fluxes, most of the concern is about the volume integrated equipartition power, where 
the uncertainties from density and temperatures profile measurements may result in large Pei variations. In order to have an 
estimate on errors, we performed an additional analysis using a Gaussian process regression (GPR) method [44]. These 
uncertainties have been then properly propagated through the equation for the heat exchange between electrons and ions and 
volume integrated until ρtor = 0.85. An average error of 7% resulted for the calculated equipartition power at this radial 
location. The estimated errors on Pei are used to produce the shaded error bands in fig. 4(a) for Qi and Qe. We have then 
considered a 10% error on radiation power for Psep, on NBI absorbed power and on ohmic power, similarly to what assumed 
in previous other works [45]. Errors in plasma equilibrium reconstruction cannot be estimated and are not considered here. 

4. Comparison to other tokamaks 

The physics underlying the L-H transition is still not fully understood, although extensively described experimentally.  
Studies of L-H transitions in radio frequency (RF) heated pulses on AUG [46] and C-Mod [3] tokamaks showed that, in the 
density region where PL-H exhibits a minimum, the power coupled to the ions Qi increases linearly with density [47], [48], 
[49], [50], [51]. It is proposed that the role of the edge ion heat flux would explain the non-monotonic density dependence of 
the L–H threshold power and ne,min presence through the equipartition power between electrons and ions. Other studies are 
based more on the turbulence nature of the L-H transition, happening as a consequence of the stabilization of plasma 
turbulence by a radial electric field shear [52]. Likely these phenomena are correlated, since the equipartition power changes 
the Ti/Te ratio and hence affects the turbulence drive and/or vice-versa. In AUG-based theory, such a key role of ion heat 
channel in triggering L-H transition is expected since the L to H transition is thought as a result of the competition between 
the 𝐄�⃗ 𝐱𝛁��⃗  shear and the turbulence driven transport. A larger ion temperature does reinforce the  𝑬��⃗ 𝒂𝑩��⃗  shear via the main 
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diamagnetic velocity 𝒗𝒅𝒅𝒂 = 𝜵𝒑𝒅
𝒆 𝒏

 (being pi the ion pressure and n the plasma density). Recent analyses on AUG do indeed link 
the turbulence nature of L-H transition with the importance of the ion channel and therefore the ion heat flux at the transition 
[53]. Therefore, one expects an increase of the power necessary to enter in H mode as the power coupled to the ions is 
reduced, as observed in RF dominantly heated pulses in AUG and C-Mod. Nonetheless, for AUG pulses heated only by 
Neutral Beam Injection (NBI), a minimum in density for the power coupled to the ions was still present [49]. 

A relation based on a regression from AUG and C-Mod data for the sufficient edge ion heat flux per unit of plasma 
surface (qi = Qi / S) has been proposed in [51]: 

𝒒𝒅,𝒇𝒅𝒅
𝑳𝑯 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟕𝟎𝒏�𝒆

𝟎.𝟎𝟕±𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝑩𝑻
𝟎.𝟕𝟕±𝟎.𝟕 [MW/m2] (eq. 5) 

We represent in fig. 5 the data of AUG, C-Mod and JET versus the proposed ion heat flux scaling qi,fit. For JET we have 
considered Qi results obtained in section 3 (labelled as “JET NBI HT, low δ”) and ion heat fluxes estimated for 2 other sets of  
data regarding NBI-heated L-H transitions with same plasma parameters except plasma shape and density (“JET NBI HT, 
high δ” and “JET NBI VT”). Details on these 2 supplementary datasets are given in the appendix A, in addition to details 
already presented in [22], [23], [24]. If we look to (NBI-only) JET data (fig. 5) we see that they mostly depart from the 
proposed scaling. It is interesting to note that AUG NBI-only pulses [49] also depart from the proposed scaling. The 
deviation of NBI-heated transitions is evident when trying to include them in the scaling law (eq. 5), with a corresponding 
RMSE increase of ~ 50 %. 

 

 
Figure 5: Comparison the observed ion heat flux per unit of plasma surface qi at L-H transition to the scaling (qi,fit) proposed 
in [51] derived from AUG and C-mod RF-heated plasmas. The figure includes NBI-heated transitions from AUG [49], and 
JET as presented in section 3 – labelled as “JET NBI HT, low δ” - and in the appendix A for “JET NBI HT, high δ” and “JET 
NBI VT” [22], [23], [24]. 

PL-H has been already shown to depend on toroidal rotation [54], [55], and NBI input torque can indeed play a role on the 
threshold. Regarding our analysis, it is however impossible to disentangle the impact of the induced toroidal rotation and 
density on PL-H and Qi since they simultaneously vary in each pulse, and there is not a clear dependence of PL-H on plasma 
rotation in the dataset analysed. NBI input torque though may not be the unique difference with respect to RF-heated plasmas. 
Even at zero torque, different PL-H resulted in NBI-heated vs plasmas heated by electron cyclotron resonance heating ECRH 
in DIII-D [55]. When comparing NBI to RF pulses, some differences can be identified as key player in the L-H transition 
thought as a result of the competition between the 𝑬��⃗ 𝒂𝑩��⃗  shear and the turbulence driven transport. As said, NBI is 
accompanied by a co-torque and hence larger 𝒗𝝋, reducing the 𝑬��⃗ 𝒂𝑩��⃗  shear. Second, the fraction of ion heating is generally 
larger in NBI pulses than in ICRH or ECRH heated plasmas, influencing the equipartition term as well as the turbulence 
drive. In [49], 𝒗𝝋 is hypothesised as a possible explanation for the non-monotonic L-H power threshold curve. Concerning 
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the turbulence drive, Resistive Ballooning Modes (RBM) are 
destabilized as Ti/Te increases [52], while ITG modes are stabilized 
by larger Ti/Te [56]. Therefore, on the low density branch, at lower 
resistivities, lower Ti/Te obtained in RF heated pulses could be 
destabilizing, explaining qualitatively the need for more power to 
enter H mode. At higher densities and higher resistivities, on the 
contrary, larger Ti/Te could lead to more unstable RBM modes, 
hence the need for more power as Ti/Te increases, as proposed in 
[52].  

Concerning the role of equipartition, a phenomenological model 
for PL-H threshold that recovers a minimum in density has been 
proposed in [57]. It identifies the power carried by ions, Qi, and the 
equipartition power, Pei, as critical actors in determining the power 
threshold, following the findings of AUG experiments. The ratio of 
the two quantities is defined as 𝚷𝒆𝒅 = 𝑷𝒆𝒅

𝑸𝒅
. Πei is found to be ≈ 1 in 

case of dominant electron heating (as AUG ECRH plasmas) and ≈ 0 
for dominant ion heating; it can also be negative in case of Ti > Te 
and hence negative Pei. Making use of the L-mode scaling law for 
the energy confinement time, τth (required for the whole plasma and 
separately for electron and ion species), PL-H is found to be: 

𝑷𝑳−𝑯 ≈ �𝟎 − 𝜩𝒆𝒅𝜯
𝒏�𝒆

𝟕.𝟑 𝑸𝒅 �
−𝟎

�𝟎 + 𝝉𝒅𝒐,𝒅
𝝉𝒅𝒐,𝒆

� 𝑸𝒅  (eq. 6) 

where Ξei ∝ Πei and 𝚻 ∝ 𝑷𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍
𝟑 𝟕⁄ 𝒏�𝒆

−𝟓 𝟕⁄ 𝝉𝒅𝒐
𝟎 𝟕⁄  (for the definitions of all the terms refer to [57], where PL-H,i = Qi and Ploss = PL-

H). PL-H from eq. 6 admits a minimum only if Πei ≥ 0, predicting the absence of ne,min in case of dominant direct ion heating. In 
light of the later model, JET data presented in section 3 fall in the case of strong, although not dominant, ion heating, with 
positive Πei. 

In order to apply this phenomenological model to our JET study, we cannot evidently use the Qi linear relation in density (eq. 
5) based on AUG and C-mod experimental findings [51], as the model would suggest. Eq. 5 does not apply indeed to NBI-
heated JET plasmas, as already discussed, and it would lead to huge discrepancies in predicted PL-H. Instead, if we take Qi 
from our analysis, and we estimate all the parameters necessary for eq. 6 from our transport modelling, we can verify the 
model law for our JET data. We find a surprisingly good agreement in PL-H, as depicted in fig. 6. On the other side, the 
estimation of all the parameters for eq. 6 is in fact complex. For the plasmas analysed, beside plasma kinetic profiles, the 
model requires estimating a profile shape parameter to take into account the differences between volume and line averages of 
radial profiles. Moreover, electron/ion energy confinement times have been estimated making use of the results of the power 
balance analysis. The detailed information needed for the model makes the phenomenological law difficult to use for a large 
database unless using statistical approximations of parameters as done for AUG case. Then, if qi relation in eq. 5 does not 
hold (e.g. for NBI-heated plasmas), Qi must be estimated through a power balance analysis similar to the one presented in this 
paper. These constraints limit the predictive strength of the model, although the model is here formally verified with JET 
data. 

 

5. Conclusion and outlook 

In this work, we presented the first power balance analysis at the L-H transition time of a set of dedicated NBI-heated 
deuterium experiments, with the aim of identifying the different power terms contributing to the transition and estimating 
separately ion and electron power channels. 

Thanks to a density scan, we identified density branches of PL-H, with the identification of the ne,min region where PL-H 
exhibits a minimum in density. Through transport modelling, we have then estimated the edge, surface-integrated, ion heat 
flux Qi at the last L-mode instant before the transition. The resulting Qi shows a clear change of slope below ne,min. At low-
density, the NBI power largely contributes to Qi, while at higher density the equipartition power increases and become 
dominant. We have noted that, in almost all the analysed cases, Te > Ti throughout the whole plasma core region, while Te ≈ 

Figure 6: Comparison of JET data to the L-H 
transition phenomenological model presented in 
“Bilato et al.” [57]. The ITPA 2008 scaling is also 
reported. PL-H in Bilato et al. model has been estimated 
using Qi from our power balance analysis and not from 
AUG + C-mod scaling [51]. 
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Ti within experimental error bars at the edge. Although Qi results larger than the power coupled to electrons Qe, core Te > Ti 
is explained by the dominance of ion energy transport in plasma core, confirmed by quasilinear gyrokinetic transport 
modelling with QuaLiKiz code.  

For both AUG NBI heated pulses [49] and JET NBI heated pulses, a minimum in density or at least a clear change in the 
L-H threshold power with respect to density remains, even when only the power coupled to the ions is plotted against density, 
in contrast to the reported monotonic ion heat flux as the density decreases in RF dominantly heated pulses in AUG and C-
Mod [49], [51]. The presence of ne,min cannot be explained in our case by the ion heat flux and equipartition power throughout 
density branches. NBI versus RF heated plasmas present indeed various differences, higher 𝒗𝝋 for NBI pulses impacting the 
𝑬��⃗ 𝒂𝑩��⃗  shear, larger Ti/Te impacting the turbulence drive and finally larger (Ti - Te) impacting the equipartition contribution. To 
account for all these effects, integrated modelling is required, including NBI power/torque deposition as well as a validated 
turbulent transport model up to the LCFS in L-mode edge. Work is still ongoing in validating quasilinear turbulence models 
such as QuaLiKiz and TGLF in the L-mode edge region (see for example [58], [59]).  

In the meanwhile, the recent phenomenological model proposed in [57] for AUG has been applied to JET cases. The 
model has been developed using the linearity of Qi in density observed in AUG, which is not valid for the JET case presented 
here. Using instead Qi values from the power balance analysis, the model reproduce with good agreement the non-
monotonical behaviour of PL-H in density. Alas, the detailed information required for PL-H estimation and the invalidity of 
AUG + C-mod scaling for Qi (eq. 2) for our JET NBI pulses make the applicability of the model limited for a larger database 
and predictions. 

By the data being collected with plasmas of different isotopes at JET [19], it will be then possible to evaluate the isotope 
effect on the L-H transition power balance. Improving the understanding of the physics of L-H transition can benefit from 
both experimental and theoretical side. Detailed experimental measurements and analyses, such as on the radial electric field, 
are also fundamental to interpret L-H transition findings [60], [61]. On the other hand, gyrokinetic modelling can help in the 
understanding of the theory of L-H transition, in particular regarding the turbulence characteristics right before the H-mode 
transition. Finally, integrating validated reduced turbulence models, while accounting properly for the NBI induced toroidal 
velocity should allow us to progress towards predictive physics based L-H transition models [62]. 

Appendix A: supplementary datasets 

We present in this appendix some details on the two supplementary datasets of JET-ILW experiments used in section 4 
for fig. 5. The data comes from density scans in NBI-heated, D plasmas at Bt = 3 T, Ip = 2.5 MA and Zeff within 1.1 and 1.6 
[22], [23], [24]. All the settings were similar to pulses presented in sec. 2, except the plasma shape. Plasma shape has already 
been shown to affect PL-H and ne,min in JET, as described in e.g. [27]. The first supplementary set is the “vertical target” 
divertor configuration dataset (“JET NBI VT” in fig. 5), which is characterized to have plasmas with both inner and outer 
strike points on vertical target tiles, while the second supplementary set, “JET HT, high δ”, has the same divertor 
configuration of the data presented in section 2, except a larger triangularity value. These data have been collected in previous 
experimental campaigns, before the recent improvement of main-ion CX spectroscopy diagnostic, which allows measuring 
core ion temperature. Alas, first operations of JET with the ITER-like wall led to difficulties in the interpretation of core ion 
temperature measurements by Charge-Exchange (CX) spectroscopy of the Carbon CVI line [63]: a reduction by a factor of 
ten in carbon concentration was observed, while new impurities, notably Tungsten (W), led to additional spectral lines in the 
CX region of interest. This issue affected also the two supplementary datasets, causing a lack of core Ti measurement. Ti 
profile is although necessary to perform a power balance analysis. For “JET NBI VT” and “JET HT, high δ”, core Ti has been 
therefore predicted by the quasilinear gyrokinetic transport model QuaLiKiz [64], [43]. QuaLiKiz is embedded in the 
transport modelling platform JETTO [65]. JETTO-QuaLiKiz has been lately used to simultaneously predict ion and electron 
temperatures as well as electron density evolution. In other JET pulses with available core Ti CX measurements, QuaLiKiz-
JETTO predicted profiles were shown to agree with measurement within error bars [43], [66], up to the pedestal region. In 
[67] the simultaneous profile evolution over 10 confinement times reproduced successfully all measured profiles (electron 
and ion temperatures, electron density and toroidal rotation) within uncertainties and allowed therefore the prediction of W 
accumulation similarly to the experiment. 
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Figure 7: Examples of QuaLiKiz temperature predictions (“TQLKz”) in both electron and ion channels, compared to available 
measurements (fitted profiles “Tfit”). Fig. (a) and (b) represents respectively cases for “HT, high δ” (pulse 83164) and “VT” 
(pulse 86467) datasets, at the transition time tL-H. Fig. (c) refers to pulse 95473 “HT, low δ” dataset (see sec.2,) at a time 
instant before the arrival of a sawtooth drop. 

 

In this work, QuaLiKiz predictions are trustworthy outside ρtor = 0.15: 
inside it the heat transport is dominated by MHD activity, in particular by 
sawteeth, which are not modelled in the present work. Since in our analysis we 
are considering volume-integrated quantities contributing to PL-H, the plasma 
volume in the central region is small enough (2-3% of the total plasma volume 
lies within ρtor < 0.15) to make any discrepancy in central temperature 
negligible. In order to validate the modelling procedure, the QuaLiKiz 
predicted electron temperature (constrained by boundary conditions at ρtor = 
0.85) is compared to measurements. Moreover, Ti profile has been predicted 
also for “HT, low δ” dataset presented in sec. 2, where a comparison with the 
available core Ti measurements is possible, to further validate the prediction. 
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) presents two example pulses of respectively “HT, high δ” 
and “VT” datasets, where core Ti measurement is missing. These figures show 
the reconstructed Ti profiles at L-H transition, together with Te profile from 
measurements and QuaLiKiz prediction. The prediction in the electron channel 
agrees with measurements within error bars, with some discrepancy inside ρtor 
≈ 0.15 for fig. 7(b). Fig. 7(c) shows QuaLiKiz temperature profile 
reconstruction in electron and ion channels just before the arrival of a sawtooth 
drop for pulse 95473 of the “HT, low δ” dataset: the prediction agrees with the 
measurements all over the plasma volume. We have then used the predicted 
core Ti profiles to perform a power balance analysis for “HT, high δ” and “VT” 
datasets, with the method illustrated in sec. 3. The results are shown in details 
in fig. 8, and Qi estimations have been included in fig. 5. Shaded error bands of 
fig. 8 are calculated with the same method presented in section 2 and 3, 
considering similarly an average error of 7% on Pei term. These results are in 
agreement with the dataset presented in the main paper, and strengthen the 
conclusion of the present work. 
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